
RUN NO: 44 HARES: BROWN EYE & MAPLE TURD  
DATE:  25 February 2001 VENUE: PHIL’S GRILL, COMORO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mismanagement 
Grand Master Joe DIAK 
Religious Adviser Willie WEE W
Hash Cash Terry SCRU
Beermaster Ray REE
Trailmaster Billy KOA
On Sex Jack HAIDR
Hash Horn Malcolm RUST
 

 

NEXT WEEK’S RUN: 
 

 

LAST WEEK’S RUN REPORT BY T
COW PAT & RUSTLER’S YELLOW C
Well, we thought we’d be better than 
everyone else and use yellow spray 
paint, not flour that could be eaten or 
rubbed out, not shredded paper as we 
all know who would be using it on 
the way. Don’t we PAVAROTTY! 
Shame! Shame! 
We started at the Comoro Community 
Centre which is in the process of 
being built by some fantastic people. I 
wonder who they are? REEMUS, 
BB, JUNKET! 
It was a steady run/walk which 
consisted of 2 Hold Checks and some 
false trails. We know it was rather 
short but do you realise it took two 
spray cans, half box of biscuits and a 
plentiful supply of aqua …. and not 
forgetting two hours of hard sweat! 
At the start yhe Hashers were a bit 
hesitant to proceed. Weren’t we 
WEE WILLIE and TWO DOGS?! 
Was it because there was a hill in 
sight that was quite large and you 
were looking for the SCB trails.  
Ha ha ha! Did we fool you!  
View from the 2nd Hold Check was 
magnificent, with specy views of the 
Comoro beachfront and airfield with 
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PUDDLE JUMPERS 
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

DILI, EAST TIMOR 
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000 

ASH TRASH
eb Site http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers 
KALI Casey 0407 015426 joecasey32@hotmail.com 
ILLIE Harrison 0438 899769 williewh@hotmail.com 

BBER Jenkins 0408 242084 terryjenkins21@hotmail.com 
MUS Connelly 0409 690422  

LA Krieger 0407 489878  
OLIK Williams 0407 656753 jackwlms@go.com 
LER Swingler  timorkid@hotmail.com 

TBA ROAD KILL 

HE HARES 
OW PAT RUN 

i in the distance. The breeze was 
ng but refreshing as we did a 
h song. STUBBY didn’t join us. 
 decided to have a short nap 
ing not to be missed. Caught you!  
ADKILL, SEX ON and RANDY 

 the ON ON down the religious 
side following the yellow cowpats 
n through the corn patch into the 

ages. Who took the wrong trail? 
d did we hear some naughty words 
n there? My my! 
 rest of the run was flat with a few 

sts and turns through the village, 
 again the pack, led by VB, took 
 wrong trail … except for 
SCELYN who was left to fend for 
self. 

we all assembled back at the 
ting point the locals were in a 
munity Discussion. Oh dear! 

ere are we going to refresh 
selves was the main concern. 
EMUS conversed with the big 
ef and we retreated down the road. 
e we were led in song by 
VAROTTY who had us crossing 
 legs in laughter once again. 

Well, we hope it was a shit run for 
you all, because we had the shittiest 
time setting it. 
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COW PAT & RUSTLER 
 On a serious note, we would like 
ay how it has been great to have 
 some fantastic people. We will 
erely miss you all.  
 to the DHHH. 
 On! On!  
 the shit runs live on for ever! 

 TRUTH 
as true that the run was short. In 
 the distance to the first Hold 
ck was the shortest on record and 
falsies were longer than the real 
  
 as usual, it was good fun and, at 
t, they went to the top of the hill! 
And future Hares take note … 
 sent in a good Run Report! 

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers


 

 

CIRCLE CIRCUS 

DOWN DOWNS 
HARES APPARENT 

No. Date Hare 
44 25 Feb Brown Eye & Gary 
45   4 Mar Road Kill 
46 11 Mar  
47 18 Mar  
48 25 Mar Don & Mary Poppins 
49   1 Apr  
50   8 Apr Committee 
51 15 Apr  
52 22 Apr  
53 29 Apr  
54   6 May  
You can volunteer now and have the
date and co-hare of you choice, or
you can wait and see what we’ve got
in store for you!. 

After diplomatically opting out of participating in the Local Council 
meeting the pack moved to a clearing at the end of the road by the airport 
and a very quiet and restrained Circle was formed.  
The acting GM, Monsignor RA, tried his best to get some life into the 
proceeding but it looked as though there would be plenty of room on this 
page for jokes this week. But he cunningly called for charges from each 
Hasher in turn and then the floodgates opened! It was non-stop action with 
TICKLER and PAVAROTTY getting most beer for their money this 
week. 
A sad note to the proceedings was so many Hash stalwarts leaving East 
Timor all at once. We wish you Happy Hashing wherever you go. 
Hares COWPAT & RUSTLER 
Newbies FROGSUCKER & JOSCELYN 
Bringing Newbies (They got away this week) 
Leaning TICKLER (2), ANTHONY, ANDREW 
SCBs NONE (What sort of run was this?!) 

 

Cumming Events 
13/15 April. 2001 Darwin Top End Aussie Nash Hash (www1.oct4.net.au/nashhash2001) 
11/13 May 2001 Philippine Nash Hash – Scenic Beach Resort, Puerto Gallera 

Rob “Malibog” “Kalbo” Denny (bopng@dg.com.pg) 
27/29 Sep 2002 Interhash, Goa, India (www.goa2002.com) 

 
PAVAROTTY using the trail marking paper for his own convenience on the run 

Leavers ACCESSORY, ROWDY, SEXON, TICKLER, COWPAT, JO 

RUSTLER losing his own trail and getting the pack lost 
RUPIAH not looking after his charge FROGSUCKER 
TICKLER disrespect during the Circle 
PAVAROTTY messing up Old McDonald using his own notes 
PAVAROTTY jumping the gun with his previous down down 
HAIDROLIK Bonus beer for the adding colour to the TRASH 
Charges from the Circle 

Let’s have one more …  
and then we’ll head back to UNTAET RANDY by SEXON for having no Hash gear and borrowing from her 

WATER RAT by JOSCELYN for not looking after her on the run 
SEXON by HUBCAP for forgetting her camera – but she hadn’t! So the charge was reversed 
RUSTLER by WEE WILLIE for not sending the Hash Horn last week. But this was disputed by 
PAVAROTTY and the charge was reversed. Then the Court of Enquiry established that not all the Hash 
Horn was present so PAVAROTTY, WEE WILLIE and co-accuser BROWN EYE had the down down 
ROAD KILL by WEE WILLIE for drinking water the previous evening at a “Hash” function 
COW PAT by PEOPLESNIFFER for jumping the gun but this was unanimously reversed. He was 
joined by RUSTLER who objected to the objection 

HASH CHRISTENING MAJELLA has now become ROWDY for all the noise she makes 
TIM has now become PEOPLESNIFFER for his work time activities 
JO has now become NIGHTSTALKER for the way she carries on at night 

POTW (Back at last!) To BROWN EYE by our a/GM apparently for not making sure that MAPLE TURD 
sang in the Circle last week but later it was apparent that our clairvoyant leader had 
realised that there was something else special about BROWN EYE this week. It was 
discovered later that our latest POTW holder was silently celebrating his 62nd 
birthday on that very day! 

 


